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Abstract: The performance of Radio-Isotope Identification (RIID) algorithms using NaIbased γ spectroscopy is increasingly important. For example, sensors at locations that
screen for illicit nuclear material rely on isotope identification using NaI detectors to
distinguish innocent nuisance alarms, arising from naturally occurring radioactive material,
from alarms arising from threat isotopes. Recent data collections for RIID testing consist of
repeat measurements for each of several measurement scenarios to test RIID algorithms. It
is anticipated that vendors can modify their algorithms on the basis of performance on
chosen measurement scenarios and then test modified algorithms on data for other
measurement scenarios. It is therefore timely to review the current status of RIID
algorithms on NaI detectors. This review describes γ spectra from NaI detectors,
measurement issues and challenges, current RIID algorithms, data preprocessing steps, the
role and current quality of synthetic spectra, and opportunities for improvements.
Keywords: Isotope identification algorithm, NaI detector, Synthetic data.

1. Introduction
Radioactive isotopes produce characteristic γ−rays of various energies and intensities that are
measured by γ spectrometers. Such spectra serve as fingerprints that are typically used to estimate the
identity and quantity of γ emitters in the source. Example scaled spectra from high resolution (high
purity Germanium, HpGe) and low resolution (Sodium Iodide, NaI) detectors are shown in Figure 1
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There are many applications for γ spectroscopy. Our focus is isotope identification in the context of
nuclear nonproliferation. For example, securing national borders against terrorist threats such as dirty
bombs regularly makes the news [1], as sensors at various locations screen for illicit nuclear material.
Many of these sensors rely on Radio-Isotope Identification (RIID) algorithms using γ spectroscopy to
distinguish innocent nuisance alarms arising from naturally occurring radioactive material (NORM)
from alarms arising from threat isotopes. NORM examples include 40K from cat litter and 232Th in soil.
Threat isotopes include special nuclear material (SNM) isotopes such as isotopes of U and Pu.
Currently, most alarms are nuisance alarms due to innocent NORM or due to medical or industrial
radioactive isotopes. Consequently, assessing and improving the performance of RIID algorithms is an
important activity.
Figure 1. High resolution (HpGe) and low resolution (NaI) scaled spectra for
235
U and 239Pu.

Conventional wisdom is that increasing energy resolution as defined by peak widths improves
isotope identification (see Figure 1). However, higher resolution detectors typically have lower overall
efficiency, and are more costly to buy, operate and maintain. Furthermore, increasing resolution
beyond some amount will not improve isotope identification, particularly if RIID algorithms are
effectively tuned to each candidate resolution. Studies comparing low, medium, and high energy
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resolution detectors have suggested that relatively low resolution detectors, such NaI detectors will
continue to play a key role [2]. Although current RIID algorithm performance is worse than desired
[3], the fact that expert spectroscopists using NaI detectors can perform well suggests there is room to
improve existing RIID algorithms.
Recent data collections for RIID testing consist of repeat measurements for each of several
measurement scenarios using NaI detectors typically having 512 or 1,024 calibrated energy channels
to test RIID algorithms. Each channel corresponds to a particular energy range of the incident detected
γ−ray. It is anticipated that vendors can modify their algorithms on the basis of performance on chosen
measurement scenarios and then test modified algorithms on data for other measurement scenarios. It
is therefore timely to review the status of RIID algorithms. This review describes γ spectra from NaI
detectors, measurement issues and challenges, current RIID algorithms, data preprocessing steps, the
role and current quality of synthetic spectra, and opportunities for improvements.
2. Background
γ-Ray detectors generally belong to one of three broad categories: gas-filled, solid state, and
scintillators. We focus here on NaI-based scintillator detectors, which are widely used because of the
large variety of shapes, sizes, types, and low cost.
γ-Ray spectroscopy using scintillation detectors is a relatively mature subject, dating to the
demonstration in 1948 [4] that crystalline NaI with a trace of thallium iodide produces an
exceptionally large scintillations light output. Although experiments continue using other light
scintillation materials, NaI detectors continue to dominate in practical applications. In scintillation
detectors, light of a characteristic spectrum is emitted following the absorption of radiation.
Because this review focuses on RIID algorithms, we omit detailed discussion of the physical
processes except to point out that γ s and their energies are indirectly detected in NaI scintillator
detectors via voltage bursts arising from detected charged particles that arise from any of the three
main γ−ray interactions: photoelectric effects, Compton scattering, and pair production, which are
described next.
In photoelectric absorption, which dominates at low γ−ray energies, an incident γ−ray is absorbed
by an atom, ejecting a bound electron. This process can also release characteristic photons (x-rays) due
to rearrangement of electrons from other energy levels of the atom. Compton scattering is the most
frequent interaction for γ−rays in the 30 keV to 3,000 keV range, which is characteristic of most
isotopes of interest in our context. In Compton scattering, the incident γ−ray is deflected rather than
absorbed, transferring some of its energy to the recoiled electron. In pair production, which can only
occur above 1,020 keV, the incident γ-ray disappears and is replaced by an electron-positron pair.
One important feature that results from the voltage bursts is that high count rates can lead to voltage
gain shifts. As described below, voltage must be calibrated to infer the energy of the incident γ-ray,
and high count rates are known to shift the calibration relation (often referred to as the “gain”) between
energy and voltage [5,6].
The pulse shaping photomultiplier tube (PMT), which amplifies the signal from the incident γs, is
another important aspect of NaI spectroscopy. PMTs consist of a glass vacuum tube that contains a
photocathode material that produces photoelectric effect electrons, plus several dynodes and an anode
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that together amplify the signal from an incident γ by approximately a factor of 106. Partly due to this
amplification and largely due to the fact that a random number of initial electrons is created by each
“detected” γ-ray leads to pulse broadening, or “Gaussian energy broadening.” Many peaks in NaI
spectra are approximately Gaussian in shape [7], so peak fitting methods often assume a symmetric,
Gaussian shape around the peak centroid.
3. Problem Statement

The most general challenging problem in our context of screening for threat isotopes requires an
isotope library of approximately 200 radio-isotopes and contains several unknown factors, including
an unknown source (single or multiple isotopes) in unknown form (gas, liquid, solid) in unknown
geometry with unknown shielding, unknown distance between the source and detector, and unknown
potential for electronics drifting. Most RIID algorithms insist that the detector properties are known as
specified by standard vendor specifications, and so the detector’s energy resolution, efficiency at a
given distance from the source, and calibration are at least fairly well known.
The main inference goal is to identify all isotopes present in the source, and also quantify the
isotopes. Absorbing materials between the source and detector and in the detector distort peak shapes
and overall spectral shape which complicates the main inference task. Typically, inferring the type and
amount of shielding is not a primary goal but instead is a secondary goal because an estimate of
shielding material can improve source identification.
Many screening locations apply RIID algorithms using hand-held NaI detectors scanning only those
cases (vehicles, people, cargo, containers, etc., depending on specific application) that were found in
initial gross-count screening to have significantly higher-than-background radiation [8]. The
measurement protocol for such hand-held detectors can vary depending on operations at each
deployment. Therefore, special cases of the general problem are of interest in which some of these
factors are known. For example, the source might be known to be a solid in a vehicle at a known
distance from a hand-held NaI detector. Also, in some applications, the inference goal is to infer
whether the source isotopes belong to medical, industrial, NORM, or SNM categories. Medical
isotopes include 67Ga, 51Cr, 75Se, 99mTc, 103Pd, 111In, 123I, 125I, 131I, 201Tl, and 133Xe. Industrial isotopes
include 57Co, 60Co, 133Ba, 137Cs, 192Ir, 204Tl, 226Ra, and 241Am. NORM isotopes include 40K, 226Ra,
232
Th and its daughters, and 238U and its daughters. SNM isotopes include 233U, 235U, 237Np, and Pu
isotopes.
Whenever any of the factors such as source-to-detector distance, shielding materials, number of
source isotopes, identity of possible source isotopes, or degree of electronic stability, is known, one
can tailor the RIID algorithm accordingly for improved results. For example [9], requires an
instrument vendor’s RIID algorithm to specify what isotopes it can identify and their category.
Reference [9] also requires the RIID algorithm to recognize each isotope in a specific list of
approximately 20 isotopes including some of those listed above. Note that if a RIID algorithm must
only recognize 20 isotopes, then custom isotope libraries could be extracted from the more complete
library of approximately 200 isotopes.
As a qualitative example of how distinguishable various isotopes are, Figure 2 plots two example
scaled NaI detector spectra from each of 239Pu, 235U, and 137Cs. A small 137Cs check source is present
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in this detector, so the 239Pu and 235U spectra have peaks near 662 keV associated with a 662keV γ
emitted from 137Cs. The same scaling as in Figure 1 was used.
Figure 2. Two example scaled spectra from each of 239Pu , 235U, and 137Cs. A small 137Cs
check source is present in this detector, so the 239Pu and 235U spectra have peaks near 662
keV associated with a 662keV γ emitted from 137Cs.

4. Challenges in NaI Spectroscopy

In general, RIID algorithms measure the degree of similarity between measured characteristics of
the test spectrum and reference spectra for an isotope library of a few hundred isotopes. Essentially all
challenges in NaI spectroscopy involve perturbations in test spectra compared to corresponding
reference spectra.
Challenges include:
1. Absorbers attenuate peak counts but also attenuate counts differentially with respect to energy,
causing distorted pulse height distributions;
2. The calibration of detected voltage to incident γ energy can be nonlinear, and electronic gain
shift effects can be nonlinear and unstable over time as environmental effects change;
3. Isotope mixtures can result in ambiguous spectra, particularly when absorbers attenuate and/or
broaden peaks;
4. Measurement protocols can modify the challenge depending on the specific protocols. For
example, temperature and other factors impact the calibration of spectral channel to γ energy,
and some protocols control the temperature to within a narrow range to minimize gain shifts. As
another example, the source-detector distance can sometimes be known and spectra from
multiple distances can be compared.
5. There are several challenge problems, including the “general problem” described in the problem
statement above and its various sub-problems depending on what can be controlled and/or
known for a given application. For example, some applications monitor only for specific
isotopes, and other applications require only outlier detection in the context of recognizing nonNORM isotopes without distinguishing specific isotopes;
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6. There can be hundreds of isotopes in the isotope library, each with numerous example spectra
that often depend in important ways on the detector and on the absorbers.
7. Detector issues such as dead time and pulse pileup can distort test spectra.
Although recognizing what radioactive isotopes are present in a source might appear to be a
standard pattern recognition problem [10], these challenges combine to make isotope identification
using NaI spectra difficult.
Figure 3. A principal coordinates plot of the three spectral pairs from Figure 2.

Figure 3 is an example of the challenge confronted by pattern recognition arising from relatively
large “within isotope” variability compared to “between isotope” variability. Figure 3 corresponds to
the same three pairs of spectra shown in Figure 2. The values of the two coordinates in Figure 3 are
⎛6⎞
chosen so that distances between each of the 15 (i.e., ⎜ ⎟ combinations) spectral pairs are very closely
⎝ 2⎠
approximated (using multi-dimensional scaling, [11]) by the distances as computed using the ordinary
Euclidean distance applied to the 2-component values. In this case, each isotope has a unique
“signature” that can be regarded as a cluster of points in the 2-component space. As more isotopes are
added, the “between isotope” distances will decrease, eventually resulting in ambiguous isotopic
signatures.
5. Data Model

Clarifying the impact of the challenges described in the previous section on RIID algorithm
performance requires a model for the data. Under standard assumptions, the counts C in a given energy
channel that does not drift in calibration over the repeats will be distributed as Poisson (μ). Repeat
measurements vary because of this Poisson variation and also because the detected counts will be less
than the true counts in a given time period because the efficiency ε of any detector will be less than 1.
The efficiency ε at a given channel is the probability that a γ-ray incident on the detector will be
detected.
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Given C, the simplest effective model for the detected counts D in time t is therefore D|C ~
Binomial(C, ε) and C ~ Poisson(μ), where D|C denotes the conditional distribution of D given C.
Although it appears to not be well known in the literature, it is not difficult to then show that D|μ ~
Poisson(με). To simplify notation, we will write C for the detected counts and include the efficiency
term ε in the term μ, so C ~ Poisson(μ).
The simple model C ~ Poisson(μ) has often been found to adequately describe detected counts at a
given energy channel in NaI spectral data, even after effects such as Gaussian broadening [12]. If C ~
Poisson(μ), then variance(C) = μ, so a simple check for the Poisson assumption is to compare the
sample variance across measurement repeats to the sample mean at each energy channel.
Overdispersion, defined as var(C ) > μ , typically occurs when the mean μ is not constant across repeat
measurements. Underdispersion, defined as var(C ) < μ , can occur, for example, at high values of μ

due to detector dead time effects [12].
Following the notation in [13] for an unshielded source, the mean count rate μi at channel i can be

expressed as μi = ∑ Rij a j for isotopic composition vector a j describing the activity in decays per
j

second of each isotope present and response matrix Rij . The response matrix Rij either is or can be
thought of as a representative reference spectra for each unshielded isotope in the library. When
attenuating absorbers are present or could be present, the response matrix Rij with matrix elements

μi ( j , ref ) is modified to Rij ( ρ ) with matrix elements μi ( j , ρ ) = μi ( j, ref ) × exp{−∑ ρ zν i ( j , z )},
z

where ρ z is

the

density

of

absorber

z

(the

relative

amount

of

the

zth

absorber),

⎛ μi ( j , z ) ⎞
⎟ , and the sum is over absorbers z in a library of absorbers. The multiple⎝ μi ( j , ref ) ⎠

ν i ( j , z ) = − ln ⎜

isotope material basis set approach described in Section 9 typically allows only up to three to five
representative absorbers such as Pu, Steel, and Fe to fit the spectral effects of arbitrary absorber
mixtures. Without such a reduction in the absorber library, the number of unknowns could be quite
large, with approximately 200 possible source isotopes and approximately 100 absorbers.
The RIID algorithms described in Section 9 each assume that all relevant isotopes, including all
possible NORM isotopes of interest are in the spectral library. One practical challenge in constructing
such a comprehensive spectral library is that each measurement scenario and detector could require its
own library, particularly if effects such as secondary interactions leading to minor peaks and
backscatter from nearby structures are nonnegligible and dependent on the measurement scenario.
6. Noise Sources and Identification Performance

Each of the challenges described above impact the noise sources in the task to identify all radioisotopes present in a sample. For example, to address issue (1), Figure 4 (top plot) is C where C is
the measured counts per second by a GR135 NaI detector for a 239Pu spectra without shielding and
when shielded by 0.5 inches of Pb or 4.0 inches of polyethylene. In the bottom plot, the measured ratio
⎛ Ci ( j , z ) ⎞
⎛ μi ( j , z ) ⎞
⎜
⎟ is plotted, which estimates the true count rate ⎜
⎟ for each of the two shielded
⎝ Ci ( j , ref ) ⎠
⎝ μi ( j , ref ) ⎠
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measurements of the 239Pu spectra. Recall that the term Ci ( j , z) refers to the measured count rate for
isotope j, shielded by absorber z in channel i. The term Ci ( j , ref ) refers to the reference, which is the
no-absorber case.
In Figure 4, the measurements were made by different models of the GR135 NaI detector [14].
Clearly the absorbers attenuate the peak counts, as described above by Beer’s Law [15], which is an
approximation. Beer’s Law ignores the fact that when an incident γ undergoes an interaction, one
result is a lower-energy γ. In the case of the polyethylene shielding, notice the region where the ratio
exceeds one. In effect, the shielding material acts as a source of lower energy γ s, thus modifying
spectral shape.
Figure 4. Example effects of Pb shielding on low-energy counts in 239Pu spectra. Ratio 1 is
⎛ μi ( j , z ) ⎞
⎛ Ci ( j , z ) ⎞
⎟ for isotope j
⎜
⎟ , for the 0.5 in. of Pb shielding, which estimates ⎜
⎝ μi ( j , ref ) ⎠
⎝ Ci ( j , ref ) ⎠

(239Pu), channel i, where μi ( j , ref ) is the unshielded true count rate and μi ( j , z ) is the
shielded true count rate. The counts are noticeably smaller in Ratio 1, but the ratio is not
constant, indicating a distortion of spectral shape. Ratio 2 is the same, but for the 4.0 in. of
polyethylene shielding. There is a region of low energy counts that noticeably larger than
one in Ratio 2.

Regarding issue (2), nonlinear calibration requires multi-line sources and calibration drift is an
important noise source. For example [3] and [16] showed that a typical peak centroid can shift by tens
of keV in either direction. If in a given spectum, all peak centroids shift in the same direction, then
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corrections such as those in [16] can be effective. Nevertheless, such adjustments cannot be expected
to be perfect. Imperfections in estimated peak centroids will clearly impact any method that identifies
peak locations. Figure 5 is an example using two different NaI models of the same detector (the
GR135) of shifting peak centroids in which the peak centroid shifts are not all in the same direction.
Isotope mixtures [issue (3)] can result in ambiguous spectra, so isotope identification performance
will degrade. One reasonable strategy is to eliminate redundant spectra from the algorithm’s library;
however, a statistical assessment is required to identify “redundant” spectra as those having shapes that
are “too similar” to distinguish.
Figure 5. Two measurements of 239Pu illustrating calibration drifting.

Issue (4) involving measurement protocols is an ongoing challenge. For example, temperature
variation impacts the calibration of spectral channel to γ energy, and some protocols control the
temperature to within a narrow range to minimize calibration shifts. The measurement standard [9]
requires only that the instrument be operational at -20°C to 50°C, but calibration stabilization is not
required. Even if calibration stabilization were required, such stabilization will never work perfectly,
so that noise will be introduced by temperature variation.
Each of several challenge problems [issue (5)], including the “general problem” described in the
problem statement above has unique noise sources. For example, any application that monitors only
for specific isotopes will have effectively “less noise” and better RIID algorithm performance,
particularly if the challenge problem modified ths isotope library size [issues (5) and (6)]. As another
example, if the application only requires outlier detection in the context of recognizing non-NORM
isotopes without distinguishing specific isotopes [17,18] then the noise associated with characterizing
the background is very different than if a single background measurement is compared to a
“background plus source” measurement .
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Any effect that distorts test spectra either randomly or systematically is a noise source (issue (7)).
Performance degradation can occur due to noise introduced by detector issues such as dead time and
pulse pileup. Detector dead time occurs when an incident γ temporarily locks the detector into a
“cannot detect at present” mode. Detector live time is the actual clock time of the assay minus the dead
time. Dead time effects are a function of count rate.
Pulse pileup or peak summing occurs when two (or more) incident γs arrive essentially
simultaneously, resulting in a peak at an energy equal to the sum of the two incident γ energies. Such a
peak is sometimes considered an artifact peak and regardless of whether data preprocessing attempts to
remove such peaks or if the peak library is modified to anticipate them, peak summing is expected to
degrade identification performance. Other characteristic peaks include a single escape peak,
annihilation peak, and double-escape peak. These peaks are all the result of pair production in the
crystal detector. The annihilation peak is at 510 keV and is the result of absorption of one of the two
510 keV γs. When one of the two annihilation γs escapes without detection, the single-escape peak is
produced at the original γ energy minus 510 keV. Or, both the annihilation γs can escape the detector
without interaction and produce the double escape peak at the original γ energy minus 1,020 keV.
7. General Approaches in RIID Algorithms

Current RIID algorithms can be categorized into a few distinct approaches, each of which involves
at least implicitly a spectral library [5,6,19]. Algorithm categories include: expert interactive, simple
library comparisons, region of interest (ROI) methods, template matching, and variable subset
selection.
Expert interactive methods often look at largest peak(s) and seek corroborating γ-rays within the
library. A user should correct each peak area to compensate for differences in the branching ratio for γray and the detector’s efficiency as a function of energy. This approach is best for HpGe or high
resolution detectors; however, expert spectroscopists can accomplish the same goal with NaI detectors.
Library comparison methods often use the centroid of each peak but not the peak area or branching
ratio of candidate sources. Slight drifts or inaccuracies in the energy calibration can lead to incorrect
identifications. Complications of this approach include a significant number of low-energy lines being
shielded and missing due to absorbers, or numerous nuclides emitting γ−rays of similar energy.
ROI methods develop one or more ROIs for every nuclide in the library and need to avoid overlap
of ROIs. This is difficult as the library size grows. An example challenge are the 177Lu peaks at
378.502 keV and 413.658 keV, and 239Pu peaks at 375.018 keV and 413.691 keV, so other energies
would need to be used to distinguish 177Lu and 239Pu because of the closeness of these two pairs of
peaks.
Template matching methods quantify the quality of the fit between the test spectrum and each
member of a spectral template library. The library consists of several templates for each isotope,
varying the detecting medium, intervening materials, and source-to-detector spacings. It is possible to
infer source(s) and absorber(s), but source mixtures are problematic, although additive combinations
can be considered. Often decay chains are used that include daughter products as precomputed
mixtures.
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In template matching, the correlation coefficient r between two measured spectra C1i and C2i or
between

a

n

r=

∑ (C

1i

i =1
n

∑ (C

1i

i =1

n

as χ 2 = ∑
i =1

library

spectra

and

a

test

spectra

is

also

often

used,

defined

as

− C1 )(C2i − C2 )

. Also, a standard chi-squared goodness of fit is used, defined
− C1 ) 2 (C2i − C2 ) 2

(ci − TPi ) 2

σ i2

, where ci is the number of counts in channel i, TPi is the expected number of

counts in channel i with T the total counts in the entire spectrum, Pi the relative probability of
observing a count in channel i, and σi the standard deviation in the number of counts in the histogram
at channel i. Because of the Poisson assumption previously described, σI is typically estimated as the
mean, which is written here as TPi.
Peak finding and characterization methods often apply spectral smoothing [20,21] followed by peak
fitting and corresponding peak area estimation. Peak area estimation is useful because each radioisotope in the library has known γ-emission energies and relative intensities. For example, [22]
proposed the first practical method for measuring the isotopic composition of an arbitrary (in size,
shape, composition, and measurement geometry) plutonium sample by an analysis of its γ-ray
spectrum from a relatively high resolution detector such as HpGe. The key to their method as
described in [23] was the incorporation of an internal, or intrinsic, self-determination of the relative
efficiency curve from the γ-ray spectrum of each unknown sample using published values for emission
probabilities. An expression for the photopeak counts from a specific γ-ray emitted from a given
isotope in a sample of arbitrary configuration is:
C( E ij ) = λ i × N i × BR i × ε ( E j )
(1)
j
where
C( E ij ) is the photopeak area of the γ-ray j with energy Ej emitted from the isotope;
λ i is the decay constant of the isotope i, λ i = ln 2 / T 1i / 2 ( T 1i / 2 is the half-life of the isotope i);
Ni
BRij

is the number of atoms of the isotope;
is the branching ratio or emission probability (γ-rays/disintegration) of the γ-ray j from the

isotope;
ε ( E j ) is the absolute efficiency of photopeak detection of the γ-ray with energy E j . The absolute
efficiency includes detector efficiency, geometry (solid angle), sample self-absorption, and attenuation
in absorbers between the sample and the detector.
A combination of equations 1 for γ-ray l from isotope k and γ-ray j from isotope i gives Equation
(2) for calculating the atom ratio of the isotope i to the isotope k from measurements of the areas of the
corresponding photopeaks:
N i C( Eij ) T 1i / 2 BRlk RE( El)
(2)
=
×
×
×
Nk

C( Elk ) T 1k/ 2

BRij

RE( E j )

In going from Equation 1, the absolute efficiency has been rewritten in terms of the relative
efficiency RE. All constant geometric factors that are associated with the absolute efficiency cancel in
the ratio in Equation 2. The relative efficiency RE reflects all energy-dependent effects, including
those due to sample self-absorption, attenuation in materials between the sample and the detector,
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detector efficiency, and any energy-dependent effects relating to the finite sample-detector geometry.
The half-lives T 1 / 2 and the emission probabilities (branching ratios, BR) are known (published) nuclear
data, which is a key feature of this measurement technique [23]. Although (2) is currently used [23] for
higher resolution spectra, branching ratios and relative efficiencies can in principle be also used for
NaI spectra.
8. Spectral Data Preprocessing Steps

The noise sources described above can be mitigated to varying degrees by various data
preprocessing. Preprocessing options depend on the measurement protocol, such as whether multiple
detector positions are used, whether a check-source calibration is available for each background and
source measurement, etc.
The first preprocessing step is to obtain a background spectrum, preferably using the same detector
as for the source plus background measurement. Archived background measurements or calculated
background measurements [24] could also be used. Then, either the net counts calculated by
background subtraction can be analyzed, or the background and source plus background can be
separately analyzed. If a mixture of a few common background isotopes such as 232Th and 226Ra fit the
measured background well, then a constrained fit to the source plus background spectrum could force
the background fit into the final fit, avoiding the need to subtract the background and perhaps more
naturally leading to a non-negativity constraint on the source plus background fit.
A second preprocessing step that can be applied before each measurement or much less frequently
is the energy calibration. Calibration is required to map the measured test spectrum to the reference
spectra. Typically the energy E in keV for a given channel is calibrated to voltage bin x using a simple
relatively low-order polynomial such as E = a0 + a1 x + a2 x2 + a3 x3 + error [5]. Other functional forms
have also been applied.
Recall that Figure 5 shows an example of peak centroid drifting between two measurements of
239
Pu from two models of the same GR135 detector. This can be regarded as a shift or drift in the
calibration constants. Counts from a very small 137Cs check-source are also evident due to the peak
near 662 keV. Notice that the drift in peak centroid locations is not consistently in the same direction.
If instead two repeated measurements of the same source were made using the same detector and
model, we expect peak centroid locations shifts to be in the same direction. One option to align such
shifted spectra requires making multiple measurements of the source, each from a different detector
location to map the effect of high count rate (for small source-detector distances) on calibration- shiftrelated peak centroid shifting [16].
An intriguing possible preprocessing step attempts to mimic higher resolution spectra from NaI
spectra by using highly accurate estimates of the detector response function (DRF), which specifies the
probability density function for detected γ energies for any incident γ energy [25] This is sometimes
called spectrum unfolding. Because estimation errors in the DRF are amplified during the unfolding
process of matrix inversion, the estimated DRFs must have negligible error for using unfolded NaI
spectra rather than the NaI spectra in the context of RIID algorithms. This DRF-inversion method is
relatively untested although the peak recovery reported in [25] is promising.
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Other possible preprocessing steps include spectral smoothing [20,21], and peak area and centroid
estimation [7]. To locate peaks, sometimes a second derivative method first attempts to locate the
centroid of each peak, by finding the location where the spectrum is most concave down (as defined by
the spectrum’s second derivative). Typically, a rolling window smooths the spectrum and isolates the
second derivative calculation within each window [5].
9. Specific RIID Algorithm Examples

Isotope identification relies on quantifying the similarity between the measured test spectrum and
reference isotope information. Algorithms differ in how they represent the measured data, the
reference data, and the comparison method.
9.1. GADRAS

Development of the γ detector response and analysis software (GADRAS) at Sandia National
Laboratory began in 1986 [24,26] focusing on DRF estimation using relatively simple 1-dimensional
geometric model. GADRAS currently includes several RIID algorithms, and perhaps the most
extensive uses multiple linear regression with backward variable elimination to find the best fitting
subset of library isotopes. A key requirement is to characterize each detector and measurement
scenario with measured spectra that are used to form the spectral library described in Section 5.
Backward elimination is a search strategy that in this case begins by fitting a large model that
contains all isotopes in the library and then successively omitting isotopes whose presence in the
model does not significantly improve the fit. The best fitting subset is then the predicted isotope
subset.
Multiple linear regression is a standard technique [10] that we will not fully describe here. See, for
example, [10,15]. Briefly, using the notation from the Data Model section, with μi = ∑ Rij ( ρ )a j , if
j

the measured counts satisfy Ci ~ Poisson(μι) and μι is large enough (20 or larger) for the Poisson
distribution to be well approximated by the Gaussian, then the weighted least squares (WLS) solution
might be competitive with a more correct maximum likelihood approach that relies on the Poisson
likelihood. The WLS solution is aˆ = ( R T Σˆ R) −1 R T Σˆ −1C , where Σ̂ is the estimated variance-covariance

matrix of the count vector, which would be estimated using the fact that variance of Ci is μι. The WLS
approach is nearly the optimal method and is more easily implemented than a technically more correct
approach that uses the Poisson likelihood. Because there will be measurement errors in the R matrix,
the most appropriate approach requires both Poisson likelihood for the measured counts and a
measurement error model for R (see the Future Directions section).
9.2. MIMBS
The multiple-isotope material basis set (MIMBS) method arose from an active tomographic γ
scanning method using higher resolution spectroscopy such as HpGe [27]. MIMBS uses an iterative
application of multiple regression using the model given in the Data Model section [13]. Its key
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strategy is to fit the unknown absorber effects using only two to five representative “basis” absorbers
vectors.
Recall that the mean count rate μi at channel i can for an unshielded source be expressed as

μi = ∑ Rij a j and the response matrix Rij has entries μi ( j , ρ ) = μi ( j, ref ) × exp{−∑ ρ zν i ( j , z )}, and in
j

z

MIMBS, the sum is over absorbers z in a very small set of representative absorbers, selected so that
linear combinations of these “basis set” absorbers can adequately represent the effect of arbitrary
absorbers and absorber combinations.
Because the MBS composition typically requires only two or three components to fit nearly any
absorber’s effects, the ρ z values are iteratively varied and the isotopic composition vector a j is the
WLS solution for a given ρ z value. Several trial values of ρ z are evaluated, with coefficients a j
representing isotopic quantities constrained to be nonnegative, requiring specialized constrained least
squares software. To date, most performance claims have been on simulated data, but [28] also has
results for real data.
9.3. LibCorNID

Any library correlation or template method requires the measured spectrum, standard energy, peak
shape, and peak efficiency calibrations. The LibCorNID approach is somewhat unusual in that it
includes both peak fitting and template matching with tolerances for variations in the calibrations [29].
Its key steps are:
1. Estimate the continuum background by peak erosion after background compensation to isolate
the peaks. If available, a scaled background spectrum is subtracted from the measured spectrum.
2. Apply nuclide filtering in which candidate nuclide peak spectra are constructed in accordance
with line abundances and energy, shape, and efficiency calculations. Nuclides that cannot meet
the identification criteria for amplitude do not need to be made candidates, thus reducing the
search space during the shape matching step. The percent gain shift tolerance is the maximum
gain shift considered during analysis, expressed as the percentage change in the energy
calibration slope. The sensitivity threshold is the minimum nuclide spectral area required for
identification, as a percentage of the measured peak spectrum. The percent gain shift tolerance
and sensitivity thresholds are used along with the residual peak spectrum after baseline
estimation to filter out non-candidates from the library.
3. Simultaneously fit constructed spectra to the isolated measured peak data while allowing
tolerance for calibration errors. Calibration compensation includes fitting gain shift and an
effective thickness of absorbers to account for shielding not considered in the default efficiency.
Only iron shielding is considered to modify the peak efficiency calibration.
4. Match shapes by calculating the normalized correlation coefficient between the theoretical shape
and the interference corrected measured shape and applying a threshold.
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9.4. Other Algorithms

There are several other RIID algorithm options, many of which are available in commercial
detectors. For example, [30] describes a few methods and distinguished between estimation and
classification applications.
10. Current Performance

Performance is defined in various ways [3], but most simply by how far the algorithm deviates from
perfect performance. Perfect performance of an algorithm on a test problem means that an algorithm
detects all isotopes that are present in the source and does not detect any isotope that is not in the
source. An example of a more specific performance metric is “conditionally correct,” which means
that at least one of the most abundant isotopes in the sample was correctly identified, but with less
confidence than some isotope that was not in the source.
Several studies have demonstrated lower-than-desired performance as characterized by various
measures of correct isotope identification. For example, [3] reported only approximately 30%-50%
correction identification among medical, industrial, NORM, and threat isotopes and [31] reported a
high rate of correct identification for several RIID algorithms for bare sources, but a very low rate of
correct identification when the same sources where shielded by 2 mm of steel.
Largely because of inadequate RIID algorithm performance, the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)
has created a program requiring trained γ -ray spectroscopists to be on call every day all day to resolve
alarms as rapidly as possible. That is, human experts outperform the best RIID algorithm. The
Domestic Nuclear Detection Office and the Department of Homeland Security within the DOE, and
other interested organizations continue to sponsor dedicated experiments to evaluate NaI γ detectors as
well as lower and higher resolution detectors.
10.1. Experiments to Assess Performance

Reference [31] describes aspects of the measurement protocols used for the RIID algorithm
comparisons. One important task is to choose the number of repeat measurements per scenario, where
a measurement scenario is defined by the source, geometry, shielding, and count time. There is a
tradeoff between how many measurement scenarios can be assessed with how many repeat
measurements. Options to augment real repeat measurements with synthetic (using MCNP-X for
example, or simply using Poisson random numbers using estimated energy channel means) should be
evaluated in performance assessments. Our view is that until simulated data is sufficiently realistic, the
potential for algorithm improvements is not fully understood.
Section 6 mentioned a measurement protocol that requires measurements of the source at several
distances between the source and detector as a way to correct for gain shift. RIID algorithm
performance assessments should provide a convenient repository of data for evaluating candidate
measurement protocols.
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11. The Role and Quality of Synthetic Spectra

RIID algorithm performance assessment is currently based on real data collections such as those
described in the previous section. Because computer models such as MCNP-X [32] and GEANT4 [33]
can model the source, geometry, and shielding with high fidelity, it is likely that synthetic spectra can
augment real data for algorithm testing and improvement. The main research area remaining in
generating high-fidelity synthetic spectra is the DRF. Various aspects of NaI detectors such as the
scintillator crystal imperfections and PMT electronics are very difficult to model using first principles.
Therefore, various empirical or semi-empirical options are being developed [34].
Regarding the DRF, there are three key features of the spectra to consider, including the Gaussian
broadening due to various physical effects such as the PMT as previously described; the exponential
tails associated with peaks, and the “flat continua” that are often called the “Compton” continua. As an
aside, a first principles physics model of the associated background counts (that must be added to the
source counts in order to mimic real spectra) is difficult to model in general. In principle, one could
assess the particular background sources, shielding, and geometries and attempt to model the
background, but this would involve too large an effort for practical use. In practice, software such as
GADRAS instead allows the user to fit the measured background using a small collection of isotopes
that are ubiquitous in the environment, such as 232Th and 226Ra.
It is currently believed that accurate background simulation is less important for low resolution
detectors (NaI) than for relatively high resolution detectors such as HpGe detectors. Qualitatively, this
is because NaI detectors smooth/average over closely-separated peaks and therefore are not as likely to
mistake a background-radiation-induced peak for a source peak. Also, the background need not always
be modeled; for example, the effects of a relevant measured background could in many contexts be
combined with the modeled source spectrum.
Figure 7 is an example of real and simulated NaI spectra (real or simulated counts recorded in one
second) for 60Co. The simulation used MCNP-X, and either small, medium, or large strength
background was assumed, while normalizing the simulated counts to roughly match the real counts in
one region of interest. Details of this simulation are available in [35] and available by request. We are
not aware of any numerical studies that compare RIID algorithm performance on real spectra to
performance on corresponding simulated spectra. Instead, studies make qualitative comparisons such
as visual inspection of Figure 7 to assess simulation quality.
Reference [34] reviews three options to estimate DRFs: experimental, computer model, or semiempirical involving the use of both real and model results to characterized the three key features
mentioned above (Gaussian broadening, exponential tails of peaks, and flat continua). Because RIID
algorithms must essentially solve the “inverse DRF” problem by mapping a measured spectrum to an
estimated “true” spectrum at the detector surface arising from the source of interest, improved DRF
models should lead to improved isotope ID algorithms.
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Figure 7. Example Co-60 spectra from a 1,024 channel NaI detector. (top left) real spectra;
(top right, bottom left, bottom right) synthetic spectra from MCNP with large, medium,
and small background counts, respectively.

12. Future Directions

Although NaI detectors have been fielded for decades, RIID algorithms continue to improve, and
next we describe two specific recommendations for future work. The first is Bayesian variable
selection and the second is a comprehensive treatment of all noise sources along with possible
mitigation strategies in the context of the Bayesian variable selection strategy.
12.1. Bayesian Variable Selection

By “variable selection,” we mean to choose the subset of isotopes from the chemical library that are
thought to be present in the source. Bayesian Model Averaging (BMA) is one option to implement
variable selection. BMA refers to averaging over subsets of candidate radio-isotopes. Variable
selection continues to generate research [36,37] in a wide variety of applications. To infer which
isotopes are present in a source, one implementation of BMA consists of the following steps.
1. Define an upper bound Nmax for the number of isotopes that could be present in a source, such as
Nmax = 5.
2. Fit the background spectrum using a library of isotopes that are commonly found in the relevant
background. Assume that background measured without the source is negligibly different than
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the background measured with the source so that the fitted background can effectively be
“subtracted out” from the background plus source spectrum. Because of background suppression
by the source, this “negligibly different assumption” is not exactly correct ([5],[18]), and the
impact of this assumption should be the subject of additional study.
3. Evaluate the likelihood P(M j | D) for each subset M j consisting of 0, 1, 2, 3, …, Nmax isotopes
for given data D. We write D to represent either the measured spectrum or perhaps a processed
spectrum that extracts peak information, and/or smooths the measured spectrum, etc. There are
⎛L ⎞
⎛ L⎞ ⎛ L⎞
1 + ⎜ ⎟ + ⎜ ⎟ + ... + ⎜
⎟ = M possible subsets, where L is the size of the isotope library, which
⎝1 ⎠ ⎝ 2 ⎠
⎝ N Max ⎠
is approximately 200 in the broadest challenge problem. The effects of absorbers can be treated
using the MBS [13] approach by having a representative library of approximately 3 to 5
absorbers.
4. Apply BMA to evaluate the probability that isotope C is present, using
M
P(C|D) = ∑ I (C ∈ M j ) P( M j | D) , where I (⋅) equals 1 if its argument is true. That is, to estimate
j =1

P(C|D), we simply sum the model probabilities for each subset that includes isotope C.
Although the estimated probabilities P(Mj|D) have varying accuracy depending on the data D, BMA
is one of the most effective strategies for variable subset selection, particularly when prior information
such as some isotope combinations being unlikely is available. For data D and a probability model for
the data, it would be ideal if we could calculate the exact probability of each isotope subset. By Bayes
theorem, P ( M 1 | D) ∝ P ( D | M 1 ) P( M 1 ), where P(M1) is the prior probability for subset M1. This
calculation requires calculation of P( D | M1 ) = ∫ P( D | M1, β1 )π ( β1 | M1 )d β1, where β1 is the coefficient
vector for the isotopes in model M1. Such integrals are notoriously difficult in most real problems
requiring either numerical integration, analytical approximation, or Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) methods [36,37]. Even if the integral could be computed accurately, we would rarely know
the exact subset probabilities because real data never follows any probability model exactly. Therefore,
various approximations are in common usage, with the BIC (Bayesian Information Criterion) being
perhaps the most common [36-38]. We therefore suggest approximating P ( M j | D) using the
( − BIC j / 2)
where BIC j will depend on the type of data D used
approximate result that P(M j | D) ∝ e
(either the raw spectrum or a the spectrum following pre-processing as described), but will always
involve a penalty term to make larger subsets less likely than smaller subsets, and a goodness of fit
terms such as the weighted residuals around the fitted values. Particularly if the number M of possible
subsets is large and each is evaluated, then MCMC might be too slow to run for each subset and a
BIC-type approximation to quickly approximate the probability of each subset should be considered.
It is likely that variable selection methods customized for realistic Poisson likelihood regression
with nonnegativity constraints can be most effectively treated using Bayesian variable selection.
Because the MBS method [13] implies that the number of parameters (material basis vectors) required
to fit the absorber effect is only three to five, the total number of required parameters is relatively
small compared to the number of energy channels. One aspect of modern Bayesian methods is that a
single best fitting model is rarely the final summary. Instead, for example, BMA is used to combine
information from all of the evaluated models. Confidence measures from such a Bayesian strategy are
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directly available, which is one of the compelling reasons to favor a Bayesian approach. Alternatively,
the assumption that at most five to ten unique isotopes will be present in a source of interest can be
treated using a very strong penalty for model size (having more than 10 isotopes) or by simply trying
all subsets up to size 10 as described above if that search is feasible [37,39].
12.2. Comprehensive Assessment of all Noise Sources

We are not aware of a comprehensive treatment of all noise sources and possible mitigation
strategies. The published literature on RIID algorithms using NaI spectra, much of which is referenced
here, tends to isolate one or a few noise sources and evaluate mitigation strategies, such as the peak
alignment strategy described in [16]. Therefore, in conjunction with the Bayesian variable selection
approach, a combination of real and simulated spectra should be used in extensive testing to assess the
individual impact of all noise sources and potential noise mitigation strategies as measurement
protocols are varied.
One noise source that is especially important to model is the error in the reference spectra and
associated response matrix Rij ( ρ ) so that techniques from the errors in predictors literature [40] could
be applied. For example, the MCMC approach to implement the Bayesian variable selection can easily
accommodate errors in predictors, particularly if combined with a MIMBS-type approach that reduces
the number of possible absorbers to a representative basis set. Specifically, in the
model μi = ∑ Rij ( ρ )a j , the response matrix Rij ( ρ ) will have errors that can be assessed and properly
j

treated using MCMC to generate samples from the posterior distribution for both the isotopic
composition vector aj and the ρ z values that characterize the absorber effects. That is, the ρ z values that
impact Rij ( ρ ) can be treated as unknown parameters in MCMC so that both ρ z and aj are included in
the unknown parameter vector in the MCMC search space. Two attractive features of the MCMC
approach are that it easily handles nonnegativity constraints on both ρ z and aj and easily handles
appropriate likelihoods such as the Poisson likelihood in this case.
It would be straightforward in simulation data to systematically eliminate or amplify each noise
source, define “cases” by which noise sources are present in what amounts, and repeat the inference
for the isotopic composition vector aj using Bayesian variable selection in each case.
13. Summary

RIID algorithm performance using relatively low resolution NaI detectors is currently considerably
worse than the performance of expert spectroscopists, whose performance is typically judged by a
consensus of experts that defines the correct result. In the past few years there has been growing
interest in improving automated RIID algorithms so that the time burden on the on-call expert
spectroscopists can be reduced. This review has described the current status of RIID algorithms for
NaI detectors, the issues and related noise sources, and two main areas for potential improvements.
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